POLICE ARREST OF ILLEGAL GAY "MASSEURS" IS ORDERED!

SFPD TO BEGIN "CLEAN-UP" OF ILLEGAL GAY OPERATORS' WITH ADVERTISE ILLEGALLY IN GAY NEWSPAPERS AS "MASSEURS" AND AS GIVING "MASSAGE"!

With the limited approval of several gay leaders, the San Francisco Police Department has begun a crackdown on those persons who advertise in the various gay publications and the 'barb' as being "masseurs" and "giving massages". Under a City Ordinance, whose legality has been upheld in higer courts, no one is allowed to advertise as a "masseur" or as giving "rubdowns", "massages", etc., unless they have received a permit from the San Francisco Police Permit Bureau to operate as a "masseur" or "masseuse". To date, a check of the gay papers reveal that only a couple have permits.

The crackdown was ordered after a group(s) began a "shakedown" and "extortion" racket, advertising as "masseurs". After going to the client's home, they would provide "other" services, and then the "fix - shakedown" was on. It has resulted in the loss of money, jewelry, furniture, clothing, and even cost some, their jobs as they were not "out of the closet" at work.

The GAY CRUSADER has always screened their advertisers according to the following Ordinance. Those who advertised in the GAY CRUSADER or the KALENDAR but in the "other" gay papers. The CRUSADER has dropped all such ads immediately, according to editor Jim Boyd-Robertson, until the advertiser can show the paper their permit to operate as a "masseur".

8,000 PEOPLE IN TRIBUTE TO JIM JONES (People's Temple) ....

Eight Thousand people turned out to honor the founder of People's Temple, the Reverend Jim Jones.

The featured speaker of the evening was Lt. Governor, Mervyn Dymally of California who paid flowing tribute to this most unusual man of God.

DARRELL FREE!!

In the August issue of the GAY CRUSADER we wrote about Darrell Sweigart, 23 year old Native American, who at the instigation of an "evil queen", was picked up by the San Francisco Police Department for questioning in the murder of a woman found in the basement/saloon of his building. They had no evidence they had nothing, except for the fact was Darrell was gay, on probation, and unemployed.

They have held him nearly two months, and now on the 21st of September, his lover Cari Cavelli met hisdarrell at the gates of the County Jail (San Bruno) and brought him home....for the Parole Board would not violate him as the SFPD and his EX-Parole Officer wanted. His EX-Parole Officer was accused by the editor of this paper and Cavelli of being anti-Gay and prejudiced against Sweigart.

Another phoney charge was never proven either, and for him. GAY POWER willed out ....hallelujah!!
For America's third century, why not our best? 

I don't think that the government at the local, state or federal level should single out homosexuals for abuse, or harassment, or prosecution, under the existing laws.

As President, I can assure you that all policies of the federal government will reflect this commitment.
The relationship between Karl Marx and his contemporary, which we have inherited, is a matter of bright Red gay socialism to be found only in the homologeous direction. We have reached an historic juncture in our evolution. We have mustered the dialectic method and the world Ms, and the world Ms is not merely because we have reached that stage, but because we have reached it together. And let us not forget our homonyms, or homogony, or homologues, our homomorphism, but we have come to our homologated territory.

Like to be packaged? I will be happy to package you and mail you, if you want to compete, you may compete. For your purchase, you can compete.

The Lamba Gay Demo Club folders...!

The Lamba Democratic Club, member of the CDC, California Democratic Clubs has folded after but less than a year. The club which was comprised in the main, by members of the MCC (Metropolitan Community Church, Los Angeles), called it quits after they found they could not compete against the very strong Stonewall Democratic Club headed by Moe Kight, who has endorsed winner Jimmy Carter.

Most of the Lamba members went over to the other small gay Democratic Club, the Hollywood Hills Demo Club, headed up by Newt Dieter, one of David B. Goodstein's writers in the San Francisco Hills Demo Club, headed up by Newt Dieter, one of David B. Goodstein's writers in the San Francisco Hills Demo Club. His opponent Marks, a Republican, is not merely because we have reached that choice, would he have bowed for all of San Francisco.

Michael Miller fights for school funds from the Federal mill, may benefit, not from property taxes.

He is opposed to raising property taxes, wants to end cuts in the education budget, not from property taxes.

Michael Miller, candidate for the Board of Education, has been endorsed by the GLA (Gay Liberation Alliance) and by the GAY CRUSADER.

Michael Miller, who was in the U.S. Army, is a graduate of Stanford and Hastings College of Law, and lives in the Bayview District.

Miller states that "the present Board of Education has not educated our youth for useful, productive jobs. They have done nothing to seek jobs programs for unemployed youth. Poor education and unemployment breeds violence and drug abuse in the schools. The Board's only answer has been more suspect promises and rhetoric..."

Michael Miller fights for school funds from the Federal mill, may benefit, not from property taxes.
**GAY CRUSADER**

**NEWS-PeOPLE-ETC**

**NEW ORLEANS...** Police Terror Hits New Orleans Gay Community! The city of New Orleans gay community has been hit by the NOPD for the past six months, according to the Louisiana GAY CRUSADER. The NOPD and the Gay Crimes Center are working to bring a court action to halt the blue-trimmed.

**Cleveland...** high fahion desegregation, HIGH GEAR, was not allowed to an inmate of the Federal Reformatory in Athens. Inmate, Walter Frazier was at the time a victim of the inmate system, according to the GAY CRUSADER. Inmate, George McRae, San Francisco, California 907211. Also moved to the federal penitentiary in California.

**LEXINGTON...** Kentucky gay community is coming out of the closet at last. The Lexington Gay Services Organization has opened 24 hours per week with its community center. Gay Butler informs us that if you are in Kentucky, stop by the center.

**Chicago...** The Chicago GAY LIFE newspaper has joined the San Francisco GAY CRUSADER in endorsing Jimmy Carter for president. Good show kids!!

**SACRAMENTO...** San Francisco GAY CRUSADER has been recognized by the San Francisco Bar Association, as has been the case with the Sacramento and Los Angeles Gay Press. The San Francisco Bar Association has issued a statement supporting the GAY CRUSADER and its stance on civil rights.

**Casa de Cristal**

We Offer Our Very Exciting New Menu Check Flier Today! "THE WORLD OF DISCO"...

**HOME OF THE FAMOUS CANTON SEVENTEEN OUNCE MARGARITA**

MEDITERRANEAN...Dining...pizz...weekend...THURSDAY...MENUS...$4.50...wine...$1.00 a glass

**MONDAY... SATURDAY 5:30 PM to 1:00 AM**

**SUNDAY 4:00 PM to Midnight**

**COME IN FOR A LATE SUPPER OR A DRINK!**

**CHEF ROBERTO DIAMONTE**

**Casa de Cristal**

**1222 Post**

**ROCK SANDS "PICKS TO CLICK"**

**F. THE WORLD OF DISCO...**

1. **DON'T KNOW WHAT LOSS YOUR LOVE...**

   1. **AS HEADSON GERING**

   2. **HAPPY DAY**

2. **I'M NOT THE SAME**

   1. **Tom Jones**

   2. **Headson**

   3. **AS HEADSON GERING**

3. **ONE FOR THE MONEY...**

   1. **Whispers**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

4. **I'M NOT THE SAME...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

5. **NEVER GONNA BE WITH...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

6. **GET UP AND GET IT...**

   1. **James Brown**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

7. **RUNNIN'...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

**ROCK SANDS...**

**10 To 10:30 PM**

1. **I DON'T WANT YOUR LOVE...**

   1. **Sharmaine**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

2. **ONE FOR THE MONEY...**

   1. **Whispers**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

3. **I'M NOT THE SAME...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

4. **NEVER GONNA BE WITH...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

5. **GET UP AND GET IT...**

   1. **James Brown**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

6. **RUNNIN'...**

   1. **Headson**

   2. **AS HEADSON GERING**

**Rev. Raymond Brooks**

BROSSEARS

**Community College Board**

Nov. 2

It would be to the advantage of everyone if the owners and the D.J.'s would not engage in picketing every time a restaurant or a bar opens.

Most owners, (like so many business people) are more than fair to their employees, and the owners and the D.J.'s receive a good deal of they do, and what wages they do say without being listened to.

Above all, everyone, owner, D.J., bartender, waiter, manager, etc., wants to make money.

No one is the business just for the fame or popularity, everyone knows that one sells or has to do something. If the world of disco is to live or die, it depends upon the owners as well as the employees.

(Next issue: Part II "The Music Director & D.J."
Raymond Broshears, one of nine candidates, seeking one of four seats on the Community College Board has been activist for community college board. The incumbents are seeking re-election as well.

The colorful former San Francisco Police Officer, Sgt. Elliott Blackstone is the chairperson of the Committee to Elect Ray Brouders. For years we have heard of Rev. Ray Brouders. Ray is a political activist, and he believes that it is not enough to go to jail for what he believes in. He is not afraid of any so-called power structure, he has fought and beaten the government, the police departments, and state and city people. All of the people in the city have been in his life.

His very boisterous opponent, Peter Finnegan claims that it is an "in-your-face" campaign. Finnegan and his other three running mates, Chuck Ayala, Melvina (Melvin Gray), the very colorful Tenderloin Tessie (Perry Spink), two more "straight" attorneys, have endorsed Rev. Broshears campaign. The Harry Caplan, as is Lee Raymond, Melvina (Melvin Gray), and other three running mates, Chinn, Ayala, and Ward have had all their names to do so, but have failed to do so, and are now doing it because a candidate must have a gay majority. The incumbents have failed to do so, but have failed to do so, and are now doing it because a candidate happens to be gay or has brought the issue up. MRS. Wm. HANDLESMAN, CAMPAIGN MANAGER.

REV. BROSHEARS....A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN "THERE" WHEN HE IS NEEDED! From demonstrations to ending discrimination by Pacific Telephone back in 1970-71-72, to others at Vacaville Prison, and against abortion, to protests against the extremes used by the government in the governments drive to control the poor, in the middle-class and the rich. He has fought and beaten the government, the police departments, and state and city people. All of the people in the city have been in his life.

He has been a foe of the extremes, believing that America is a one-citizen state, with no police power, and that his struggles over the years on behalf of various groups have been good things.

He has been a foe of the extremes, believing that America is a one-citizen state, with no police power, and that his struggles over the years on behalf of various groups have been good things.
The Mockingbird Sings...

The Mockingbird is singning so clearly today that a political campaign, or war with a neighbor, could be avoided. Geraldine I of the P.S. has hunky husbands... him!

MILYNA. Craven de Colmra has hit the Emperor of the lads away from her title. The Empress of the lads is not on the throne any more.

---GAY CRUSADER

---CULV of the San Francisco community newspaper had to rewrite some of their "mur RPCIRITY" for recently... the shock of the issue. Some like it, since it's in the issue. I wish someone would advise TENDERTURN and TESSIE.

---BOB BEED.
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Tavern Guild Picnic Fun

At the 1976 Tavern Guild Picnic, fun and pleasure was the order of the day, and some got a bit out of hand with it. To much drink at times. Look at the above picture of the Euphrates, and just take it! Then Lee Ray- mond is sneering at someone. A nice picnic with a lot of nice people...sorry.

The "Original"

CLUB TURKISH BATHS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN
ALL PRIVATE ROOMS

• STEAM ROOMS
• GOLD & SNACK-BAR

RELAXATION
OPEN 24 - HOURS - EVERY DAY
12 WURK ST.
ONE BLOCK OFF MARKET
DOWNTOWN - BETWEEN TAYLOR & JONES ST.
775-5511

Recovering Others' Rights

The Fresno Bee
Fri. Sept. 10, 1976

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Freedom of the press is something you will take the time and expense to demonstrate if you really believe in it. One writer from the San Francisco Chronicle who once told us that we should be prepared to go to jail to defend our rights.

Defending Others' Rights

SF Church Members Demonstrate Support For Newsmen

It is difficult to match the quiet demonstration of support for the Bee Four in Courthouse Park without being at the scene. Despite all that was said, it was a peaceful demonstration. They walked somberly and almost silently, stopping the parade from time to time to permit others to join them. Most of the signs were small, but some were accompanied with slogans such as "Free Our Newsmen," Now. Most of the demonstrators were women, the majority were black.

They are Americans demonstrating quietly their belief that an injustice is being done in the amount of our money. This is not to be taken lightly. The strength of their belief is moving and impressive. They have subjected themselves to the elements - hot Tuesday and then cool Friday and Friday night - in order to make their point.

The plight of the Bee Four remains unresolved. Peoples Temple is not seeking publicity when the congregation took up a march on behalf of the Fresno Bee Four. Actually, the demonstrators requested that the press not publicize the Tem- ple's stand. The demonstration raised the hopes of the Temple's family, members of the Fresno Bee, the press, and the local community. Rev. Ray Broshears, as well as TV and radio stations all around the nation carried the story as well.

The strength of the belief is moving and impressive. They have subjected themselves to the elements - hot Tuesday and then cool Friday and Friday night - in order to make their point. The strength of their belief is moving and impressive.
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Florida Cops & Courts in War on Gays!

DONELLY

TRUMAN DEMO CLUB ENDORES!

The gay Democrats of the HARRY S. TRUMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB have made their endorsement of Ray & Gary, managers of the 272 Market Street Hotel.

The Club had endorsed Jimmy Carter in the Primary in February, and that stands. They did not endorse anyone for the Senate.

The Club reversed an earlier policy, and urged a YES vote on Proposition 14.

Also, on Proposition S, a No vote was urged.

On State Propositions, a Yes vote on 14, 3 and 8 were urged by the Truman Club.

In the BART Board races, in District 7 they endorsed the former president of the Truman Club, Ray Broshears.

The Truman Club had endorsed Jimmy Carter in the Primary in February, and that stands. They did not endorse anyone for the Senate.

They endorsed Robert 'Bob'Mendelsohn for the election to their Congressional seats.

In the Community College race, they only endorsed the incumbent, and in District 9, they endorsed the incumbent, and in District 9, the endorsed Robert Kirkwood.

Grand Central

BACKWITH at 552-4428.

Call anytime...........................................673-5548

BUY GIANT! BULLETPROOF PANTS

$1.00 FIRST LINE - 50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE

Fill out the coupon with the appropriate payment for the number of times you wish your ad to run. Payment must accompany order ... money order should be payable to: GAY CRUSADER...Send for our Catalog, from............with instructions. Send for our Catalog, from............with instructions.

With SI.00 to A TASTE OF LEATHER, 960 Folsom

32347.

GAY PRINCE, 414 E. Leon, Perry Florida, 32347.

GAYSCO

(415)652-6789

For personal analysis of your sidereal sexscope and birth chart by Gay astrologer. Send date, year, and time and place of birth along with $2.00 to...

GRAND CENTRAL, 319 Castro Street ........................626-3131

Janice Macomber

Piano Technicians Guild

Registered Craftswoman

PIANO TUNING & REPAIRS

Evaluations

JASON

673-1917

LATINO MODEL - ACTOR

Cock rings.....over 50 styles to choose from....with instructions. Send formail catalog with 11.00 to A TASTE OF LEATHER, 960 Folsom

STAMP FOR PRICE-LIST TO LB OF SF, BOX 4955 (C) SAN FRANCISCO

$1.00 TO A TASTE OF LEATHER, 960 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.

GAY CRUSADER

JIM - 668-8073

BRUCE AND JIM'S

416 SOUTH VAN NAT'S AVE

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

PHONE (415) 866-8644

GAY CRUSADER

JIM - 668-8073

BRUCE AND JIM'S

416 SOUTH VAN NAT'S AVE

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

PHONE (415) 866-8644

 Enclosed is ...... For ..... Insertions(s)

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State: 

Zip: 

Phone: 

Amount: 

$1.00 to A TASTE OF LEATHER, 960 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Printout: $1.00 for a copy.
Sitting in the POLK GULCH SALOON the other Weds­

Bight after a day of drinking, I was down at the bar, having a few drinks with my friends. The atmosphere was relaxed and comfortable, with soft, warm lighting and a cozy ambiance. It was a perfect place to unwind after a long day.

The bartender, a老 man with a friendly smile, asked me what I was drinking and recommended a few local beers. I ordered a pitcher of their house beer, which was light and refreshing.

As I sipped my beer, I noticed a group of people sitting at a table in the corner. They were engaged in lively conversation, laughing and enjoying each other's company. It was clear that they were regular customers, as they greeted each other warmly.

I joined them at their table and asked them what they were drinking. They recommended a local wine that was perfect with the food. We ordered some small plates to share and enjoyed the company, conversation, and food.

The night went on like this, with drinks and food being served, and conversations flowing freely. It was a perfect evening spent with friends, enjoying good company and great food.

GAY CRUSADER
by J. Michael

HOTSPOTS
After taking that tour of Paradise, I walked down to the JAGUAR BOOKSTORE to check out the competition. I was pleasantly surprised to find a wide selection of adult books and magazines. A few of the highlights included "Free Sex" and "Gay Strip Down," both of which are popular among the gay community.

NEW PRODUCTS
Remember those long rainy afternoons when we kids (sometimes even now), that monopoly marathons were the best game in town. Well, Monopoly has grown up. "Gay Strip Down" just arrived on the Sex Shop shelves. You've probably seen it advertised in the Advocate under "Free Sex" but it's a lot more than that - hours of good sexy fun that turn into whatever you make it. Stop in at LE SALON, 1119 Polk Street and take a close look at a perfect gift for you and your friends. And while you are there, check out "Candypants." Instead of slowly pulling down that hot trick's shorts - eat them off in chocolate, cherry or banana flavor! Hot!

SNEAK PREVIEW
"Michael and Philip are lovers in real life but both have the open mind that allows them to enjoy the sexual beauty of another man." That's the opening line from the brochure on Falcon's Films soon-to-be-released 3-way film "Dammit - Take It Easy" (598 & 599). Michael and Philip are those super-tiree Polk Street waiters that starred in "Gold Coast Marine" and "Thrust After Thrust" and made the magazine "Mambo" one of Sex Shop's all-time bestsellers.

If you haven't placed them yet, check out the cover of September's "Mandate" magazine and see them in one of the best shots Rip Col has ever taken. These two are not to be missed. Soon on the Sex Shop shelves.

SWAN SONG????
"SEX SHOP BY J. MICHAEL" will be changing. I've tried thus far to give you readers a hint of the best around in the porno world while at the same time express a typical porno-freak's view of the sexually-oriented communi­ty in which we live. I had an economic motive for push­ing the best porn product around because I've been invol­ved in the retail porno business for the past two years. The past two years have been a hell of a ride, and I have been negoti­ating to become even closer connected with the busi­ness. We have recently discovered, however, that this is not such a good idea at this time. So, I shall be leaving the retail Sex Shop that I have been a part of and moving on to another larger Sex Shop that is San Francisco.

This column will continue to deal with what is new in pornography as it shall always be a porno-freak. But I shall be writing as a consumer rather than a seller. And that might not be a bad idea.

PERSONAL
I had not met the Reigning Emperor of San Francisco until 1 week before he stepped down; his name was familiar from overhearing various rumors and false in­trigues; so it was indeed a pleasant surprise to meet the real Michael Caringi, now Emperor 4 de San Francisco, and chairman of the Council of Emperors.

I sincerely thank this extraordinary gentleman for allow­ing me to participate in his Coronation Week and be of some service to his out of town guests. I thank him also for making possible for me to meet and enjoy his friends Emperors Honey Carolina of Los Angeles, Emperor Gra­g Bowen of San Fernando Valley, Mr. Ray Smith of Oceanside, the Imperial Queen Mother of Los Angeles, and many many others, our own Mama Peck. I join with these and many many more of your friends in saying "Thank you, Michael Caringi" for what you ha­ve done for the Sex Shop community and for what you shall continue to do. I shall always be a pleasure to see you with us as you support our successor, H.I.M. Hec­tor, during the year of his reign. See you then and......